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Test procedure
The test procedure used is de-
scribed below:
- ADR3 /03  
Seats and Seat Anchorages - Child 
Restraint Anchorages Test
- ADR34/01
Child Restraint Anchorages -

TEST REPORT - B11
Test No: 3699A Date: 1/11 2018
Cargo Barrier model:  
Toyota LC200,  
Prado 150 etc
Year of Manufacture:  
Current model
Cargo Barrier production date: July 
2018
Type of impact test: Type approval
Procedure used: Horizontal - Full 
Frontal Sled Test System.

Testing Equipment and 
facilities used
3.1.   Sled test facility.
3.2.   AD 4321 5t load cell and digital 
display - to measure test weights.
3.3.   Test frame to replace vehicle 
bodyshell structure.
3.4.  ASE crash test facility to SAE 
J850.
3.5.   NAQ DAQ Data Acquisition 

ADR Testing Explained
Our ADR compliant products have been tested to perform in real life crash tests. 

Our products have been tested at Safety Engineering in Adelaide with head Automotive Engineer Grad Zivkovic 
for nearly two decades. 

They have passed the Tests in compliance to the Australian Design Rules (ADR) for those products and they 
will perform to their rated capacities. Our products may cost a bit more but that is a small price to pay for the 
assurance you and your family will be safe.

Hayden, Tash and Karen Oliver 
Directors, RV storage Solutions

Test procedure
The test procedure used 
is described below:
- ADR3 /03  
Seats and Seat Anchor-
ages - Child Restraint An-
chorages Test
- ADR34/01
Child Restraint Anchor-
ages -

“The Oliver Family has a reputation for tough, reliable and innovative  
storage solutions”  –  Ron & Viv Moon

ADR COMPLIANCE CRASH TESTINGADR COMPLIANCE CRASH TESTING

Drawer System Cargo Load Capacity
• Premium Alloy 150kgs  • Premium steel 250kgs

*NOTE: The complianced load rating as tested on our ADR Certificate INCLUDES the Tare Weight of the tested storage system.
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•  RV Storage Solutions Premium Steel 
200 Series Land Cruiser Premium Steel  
twin drawer system weighs in at 85kg 
plus an Inbuilt Fridge Slide to suit a 60 litre fridge  12kg 
                                                  TOTAL WEIGHT ONLY   97KG

STEELSTEEL

SUPER TOUGHSUPER TOUGH NOTE: Weight comparisons above are done using a 200 Series Land Cruiser twin drawer system as an example.  
These weight differences are comparitive across our entire range of models, prorata.

More facts...

•  RV Storage Solutions Premium Alloy 
200 Series Land Cruiser Alloy twin drawer system 49kg 
plus an Inbuilt Fridge Slide to suit a 60 litre fridge  6kg  
                                                        TOTAL WEIGHT ONLY  55kg

Here’s the facts...ALLOYALLOY

LIGHT WEIGHTLIGHT WEIGHT * Lifetime Warranty on RV PREMIUM drawers...  
when used for Private and Recreational purposes and fitted by an authorised 
RV Dealer.

which drawers are best for me?which drawers are best for me?

We manufacture two types of premium drawer systems:

LIGHT WEIGHT – Premium Alloy  
HEAVY DUTY TOUGH – Premium Steel 

Whatever you’re doing or wherever you’re going, RV has a storage solution for you.

Dimpled side panels on drawer 
frames add strength and a flush 
fit.

COMPARISON – choosing the right system

features:features:

Unique  RV  Twin Race bearings and 
stainless steel runners keep your 
drawers rolling smoothly. 

Stainless Steel slam latches or Black powder 
coated slam latches with new toughened 
redesigned barrel lock.

Auto lock-out latch on Premium 
Drawers keep open drawers from 
rolling back in on an incline.

Quick release ring-pull latches allow our 
premium drawers to be removed from the 
system with ease.
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Lifetime Warranty when fitted by  
an authorised RV Dealer.

premium drawerspremium drawers

-your choice!-your choice!
 OR

The twin drawer system actually creates more room 
as it covers up the wheel arches leaving a large flat 

floor area, ideal for when you’re at home doing 
normal activities such as shopping, going to the 

hardware store, or buying bulky items.

With the addition of a cargo barrier and or a top 
shelf combo, your options increase and a  

higher level of safe loading is now possible.

 With our interchangeable wing kits you can 
take your drawers with you when  

you change cars.

Now that’s value for money!! 

RV Premium drawers feature  
our unique spring loaded  

Lock Out Lever for safe 
operation and release.

Premium Black features new exclusive 
badging on the black slam latches 
and tough double baked ripple finish 
powder coating on the alloy trim giving 
you a very sleek DARK custom looking 
Premium Steel or Premium Alloy Drawer 
System. 

New Look, The Same Great Product!

RRP +$180.00

RIGHT: Toyota 200 Series fitted with 
Premium Alloy Easy Access Combo-2, 
Fridge Slide-1 and Cargo Shelf finished 
in Premium Black.

ABOVE: Toyota 300 Series fitted with Premium Alloy Twin Drawers.

Twin Drawer Systems

Premium Black Systems

ADR Complied
Cargo Load

STEEL: 250KG
ALLOY: 150KG
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INCLUDES CHOICE 

OF FIT KITS:

DOMETIC CD30DC

ENGEL SB30F 

 EVAKOOL DC40

IRONMAN 40DR

The Fridge Drawer Combo is a classic 
WEEKENDER drawer system.  

It comprises of one standard height RV 
(300mm) drawer next to a provision for an 
Engel or Dometic fridge drawer, or one 
trade height (365mm) RV drawer next to a 
provision for an Evakool or Ironman fridge 
drawer. 

It’s been designed with vented side and 
rear panels to allow airflow for effective 
and uninterrupted fridge motor ventilation.

This combo is ideal for weekends away, 
the beach, bush picnics, and even the local 
footy matches. 

The best part is that the entire top of the 
drawer system is flat and free for the rest 
of your gear.

The Fridge Drawer Combo is compact, 
light and comes with a twin wing kit plus 
all of the RV PREMIUM FEATURES!!

Fridge Drawer Combo

ABOVE: The 30Ltr Engel Fridge Drawer Stacker in the back of 
a Landcruiser 300 Series. NOTE: Redarc RedVision Display not 
included.

RV’s new Fridge Drawer Stacker 
combines a popular Engel or 
Dometic 30Lt fridge drawer 
alongside a premium standard 
height RV drawer, mounted 
on top of twin Slimline Pantry 
Drawers. To top it all off we 
have included two half-drawer 
lids per Pantry Drawer, allowing 
plenty of chopping  space whilst 
keeping access available to the 
inside of the drawers as needed.

Fridge Drawer Stacker

This system is currently available 
in two sizes for three vehicles, 
950mm long x 1020mm 
wide x 480mm high to suit a 
Y62 Patrol or a 300 Series 
Landcruiser, or an 850mm long 
x 970mm wide x 480mm high 
version to suit the Toyota Prado 
150.

Steel 30ltr Dometic Fridge Drawer Stacker    
RRP $4417.00 (without fridge)
RRP $5452.00 (inc. Dometic fridge)

Steel 30ltr Engel Fridge Drawer Stacker      
RRP $4417.00 (without fridge)
RRP $5406.00 (inc. Engel fridge)

ABOVE: The 40Ltr Evakool Fridge Drawer 
Combo in the back of a Nissan Y62 Patrol.

NOTE: Fridge Drawer NOT included but 

can be added to your order upon request 

for the manufacturer’s RRP for that drawer.
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WAGONS*
EAC-2 systems for wagons 
commonly comprise a 
combination of a Standard 
Height and a Trade Height 
drawer, which allows the 
fitting of a Cargo Shelf-2 over 
the fridge and drawers.
This combo is pictured left.

UTES
For utes the bottom drawer 
can be either standard or 
trade height with the latter the 
most popular. Top drawers 
may be either standard or 
trade height also. Again, to 
fit our Cargo Shelf you need 
a standard and trade height 
drawer combo.
* Wagons refer to our ‘Price List’ 
for full model details.

Easy Access Combo 2 (EAC-2)

The Easy Access Combo 1 (EAC-1) is a 
single drawer with space beside for a low 
mounted fridge slide in the size you need 
for the fridge you have.

This combo is particularly useful when 
you have a large fridge such as 
a 60 litre or larger and you 
simply must put it on the floor 
for it to fit in your vehicle. It 
is also a safe way to get the 
fridge down to a manageable 
height, while improving 
the centre of gravity in your 
vehicle. 

A big drop slide will do the 
same thing when placed on 
top of a twin drawer system, 
for example, but at the 
expense of most of the room 
in your car.

The Easy Access Combo 2 (EAC-2) is a double stack drawer system with space for a low mounted fridge slide in the size you need for the fridge 
you have.

Adding the extra drawer gives you more storage and the fridge remains down low. There are many models of Easy Access Combo drawer 
systems available using your choice of Standard Height (H275mm) or Trade Height (H365mm) drawers.

LEFT:  RV’s Premium Easy Access 
Combo-2 drawer system with our 
Cargo Shelf-2 is an ideal travelling 
setup. Shown is a Standard height 
bottom drawer with Trade height 
top drawer, fitted to a 200 Series 
Landcruiser. 
Available in both Premium Steel 
and Premium Alloy.

* Call us or see our website: www.rvss.com.au for full details, including sizes, in our downloadable Price List.

ABOVE: This EASY ACCESS COMBO 1 (EAC-1) 1400 features a single Trade Height (H365mm) drawer which maximises storage 
space, while the 1400mm long fridge slide (RV-FS-3.5) offers full access to the big Waeco CFX fridge, battery pack and jerry 
cans behind.  No wasted space here! 

premium drawerspremium drawers

Easy Access Combo1
(EAC–1)
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Cargo Shelf
Simple, Sleek, Stylish and Practical  

SINGLE (right) and DOUBLE (above)

ABOVE: Here’s the Cargo Shelf 1400 fitted to an RV PREMIUM Alloy EAC-1 drawer system  
in a Holden RG Colorado dual cab.  
Also shown above is RV’s Tailgate Table. This alloy plate is easy to fit and is finished with tough grey 
ripple powder coat. It provides an instant flat work surface. What more could you want?

The Cargo Shelf is designed with ventilated 
side panels to allow cargo to be stacked 
around your fridge without interfering with 
fridge operation or motor ventilation.

Manufactured in Australia from 2.5mm 
aluminium they are finished with a tough  
onyx pearl ripple finish powder coat to match 
our fridge slides.

The Cargo Shelf is ideal for storing gear like 
solar panels, fold up chairs and tables, sat 
dishes, keeping them up and out of the way, 
but easily accessible.

Cargo Shelf-1 RRP $520.00
Suits an Easy Access 1 drawer system for 
wagons.

Cargo Shelf-2 RRP $567.00
Suits an Easy Access 2 drawer system for 
wagons.

Cargo Shelf-1400 RRP $803.00
Suits an Easy Access 1 ute drawer system.

Tailgate Table RRP $295.00
(Includes fitting kit with all the hardware to 
install). Requires some drilling.

ABOVE: Nissan Y61 Patrol
 fitted with Tourer-1 Combo.

Premium Alloy
RRP $6130.00
inc. Bushman fridge 85Lt

Premium Steel
RRP $5830.00
inc. Bushman fridge 85Lt

Tourer-1
The ULTIMATE setup that has it all!
85 litres of upright fridge freezer, plenty of drawer storage space 
and a cargo shelf for your tables and chairs or your sat dish and 
solar panel!! 

The Tourer-1 unit is extravagant and the top end of town.  
Included in the drawer system is a 275mm Standard Height lower 
drawer, a 365mm Trade Height middle drawer, a Custom Slimline 
top drawer, a Double Cargo Shelf, a Drawer Lid, an Extension 
Table, a twin wing kit and an 85L Bushman Upright Fridge.

Available to suit: Toyota 100/200 Landcruiser, 
Ford PX Ranger, Mazda BT50,  
Holden RG Colorado, Isuzu D-Max 
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Optional extra Infill Panel

Slimline Pantry Drawers  RRP $682.00 ea.

L700mm 
PA-S-1 L700 x W500 x H100mm
L800mm 
PA-S-1 L800 x W485 x H100mm
PA-S-2 L800 x W570 x H100mm
L900mm 
PA-S-1 L900 x W485 x H100mm
PA-S-2 L900 x W570 x H100mm

To suit L900 x W485/W570mm Slimline Drawers 
RV-SL-DL-0948-00  L382 x W485 x H12mm 
RV-SL-DL-0957-00  L382 x W570 x H12mm

Slimline Drawer Lid – RRP $77.00 ea.

To suit L1000 x W510/W570mm Slimline Drawers 
RV-SL-DL-0151-00  L432 x W510 x H12mm 
RV-SL-DL-0157-00  L432 x W570 x H12mm

premium drawer accessoriespremium drawer accessories

Slimline Drawer Lid 

RIGHT: Lift off 
Drawer Lids for 
Slimline Drawers.
NOTE: 
Two Drawer Lids will  fit on  
a L900/1000 Slimline drawer.

These are a convenient “drop-on “solution to your work space problems.  
They sit over the Slimline Drawer and can be lifted off as required.  
The drawer still slides perfectly with the lid in place.

Available in 4 lengths –

Slimline Drawer 
The SLIMLINE PANTRY DRAWER is constructed from 2mm aluminium 
alloy and uses quality 100% full extension 30kg rated runners. 

It can be used as a stand alone drawer which is easily mounted to any flat 
surface. The smooth drawer slide action is complimented by the clip lock 
latch to keep the drawer from sliding out during travel.

Slimline drawers are finished in tough,  easy to clean marine grade  
carpet inside and out. They have a flush mount finger-pull handle.

Infill Panel - Easy Access Combo-1

ABOVE LEFT: Prado 150 with an Easy Access Combo -1 with a 
fridge and slide fitted. 

Infill panels are available to suit all Easy Access Combo-1 drawer systems to create a flat floor when the 
fridge is removed. Simply remove the fridge from your slide and drop in the Infill Panel.

The fridge slide can be left in place and used as a temporary drawer if fitted with slim plastic tubs.

Infill Panels are finished in the same UV stable carpet used on our drawer systems.

NOTE: Please specify the width of your fridge slide space when enquiring. Call our office today.  
Be aware these are built to order and may take a few days to complete and ship.

EAC-IFP-800mm RRP $164.00

EAC-IFP-900mm RRP $164.00 

EAC-IFP-1000mm RRP $176.00

EAC-IFP-1300mm RRP $224.00

EAC-IFP-1400mm RRP $224.00

ABOVE RIGHT: The same setup with the fridge removed 
and the optional Infill Panel fitted giving a nice flat floor. 

L1000mm 
PA-S-3  L1000 x W510 x H100mm
PA-S-4  L1000 x W570 x H100mm
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Featuring a Slimline Drawer with Inbuilt Fridge Slide, this 
combo extends out, locks out, and provides a fantastic 
bit of extra work or prep space. The Inbuilt Fridge Slide 
accommodates a large range of different fridges, and 
slides out at full length, allowing easy access out the back 
of your vehicle. Four strong recessed tie-down points are 
included to ensure your fridge is secured safely during 
travel. The strong steel runners can handle a weight load 
of up to 225KG! The Slimline Drawer is perfect for storing 
smaller items such as tools for the tradies, or plates, bowls 
and cutlery if being used for cooking needs. Coming 
with a Travel Slide Drawer Lid, it turns into a flat bench 
top. For the ultimate way to maximise your workspace an 
RV Storage Solutions Extension Table can be added 
on, giving almost a whopping 2 meters of bench 
space! It can be installed as a standalone 
module or included as a part of our most 
popular product, The Easy Access 
Combo.

900x510x125 RRP $1363.00
Part No: PA-TSD-0951 

900x485x125 RRP $1363.00 
Part No: PA-TSD-0948

Travel Slide Drawer
An innovative design for your fridge access.

Cargo Slide

No more climbing in the back 
of your vehicle to get your 
equipment! Available in 2 widths 
- 970mm and 1020mm, both at 
1400mm long, the NEW RV Cargo 
Slide has been redesigned from 
the ground up and is made from 
our Premium Steel for the ultimate 
in toughness. The slides and 
runners can carry a weight of up to 
250KG at full extension. Tie down 
points are provided on the back 
and side rails as well as four spring 
loaded loops, one in each corner. 
The carpeted top means your 
cargo will stay safe from scuffing, 
and is a great match with the 
premium black powdercoated trim, 
it looks great in all vehicle colours!

For heavy duty loads.

RIGHT:  A Next Gen 
Ranger fitted with an RV 
Cargo Slide holding 10 
bags of cement!

    NEWNEW
DESIGNDESIGN

1000x485x125 RRP $1363.00
Part No: PA-TSD-1048

900x570x125 RRP $1458.00 
Part No: PA-TSD-0957

1000x570x125 RRP $1481.00
Part No: PA-TSD-1057

1000x510x125 RRP $1363.00 
Part No: PA-TSD-1051

1400x570x125 RRP $1722.00
Part No: PA-TSD-1457

1400x510x125 RRP $1722.00 
Part No: PA-TSD-1451

premium drawer accessoriespremium drawer accessories

ABOVE: A Travel Slide Drawer 
shown fitted into an RV Easy Access 
Combo 1 with Cargo Shelf. Easy 
Access Combo 1 & Cargo Shelf not 
included, pricing is available in our 
price guide for each vehicle.

Available sizing and pricing

RV-CSL-1497: 1400Lx970W / RV-CSL-1412: 1400Lx1020W

1450x510x125 RRP $1722.00
Part No: PA-TSD-4551

1450x570x125 RRP $1722.00
Part No: PA-TSD-4557
1500x510x125 RRP $1772.00
Part No: PA-TSD-1551

1500x570x125 RRP $1772.00
Part No: PA-TSD-1557

Cargo Slide – RRP $1599.00 ea.
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heavy duty slidesheavy duty slides

Tilt Slide Combo
Exclusive to RV Storage Solutions, the Tilt Slide Combo is the fridge access system everyone has been looking for. 
It is a complete slide and vented barrier all in one product!
Featuring full aluminium construction, this gas strut assisted slide gently and safely tilts your fridge to an angle that makes accessing the contents 
easy.  When completely tilted, the mechanism locks into place. It cannot descend on its own, making it safe for all ages to use.

Raising the fridge is effortless also. The weight of the fridge is counter balanced by the gas struts. Simply flick the locking lever and begin lifting 
the slide. It will float upwards, then slide back. With interchangeable gas strut dynamics to match your load, life just gets easier.

The built in Cargo Shelf  means no more hassles with gear falling behind your fridge when the slide is extended.  Cargo can be stacked on both 
sides and on top of the fridge, while the vent holes punched side panels allow for plenty of ventilation. 

This Combo is compact, light and great value! One purchase does it all and its only 25kgs in total weight!! Great news for helping with your GVM.

Best of all, they are made in Australia by the Oliver family so you know they’re good.

Tilt Slide Combo-1.5 RRP $945.00
SIZE:  O/A size: L790 x W583 x H611mm 

 I/D size: L704 x W470 x H520mm 
Weight: 27kg 
Suits CFX 50, 65 and similar fridges

Tilt Slide Combo-2 RRP $1005.00
SIZE:  O/A size: L890 x W618 x H611mm 

 I/D size: L804 x W505 x H520mm 
Weight: 29kg 
Suits CFX3 55, Engel 60 and similar fridges

Tilt Slide Combo-2.25  RRP $1063.00
SIZE:  O/A size: L990 x W618 x H611mm 

I/D size: L904 x W505 x H520mm 
Weight: 33.5kg

         Suits CFX75, ARB78, EvaKool RF60 & similar fridges

SIZE:  O/A size: L790 x W510 x H611mm 
 I/D size: L704 x W397 x H520mm 
Weight: 25kg 
Suits Engel 40 and similar fridges

Tilt Slide Combo-1 RRP $885.00

Inbuilt Fridge Slide

The best thing about our inbuilt slide is 
that when your fridge is removed from 
the vehicle, you have a nice flat floor 
which is great when you need to carry 
other cargo.

With spring loaded flush mount stainless 
steel tie downs  and a set of RV fridge 
restraint straps, you’re on the road and 
travelling safely.

An alloy L1000mm Inbuilt Slide weighs  
only 6kg - great for your GVM!

Available for Twin Drawer systems only to suit L800mm, L900mm, L1000mm and L1300mm 
lengths. 
NOTE: Please specify which side of the vehicle the slide is to be on – the Passenger side or  
Drivers side, to suit your requirements. The heavy duty inbuilt fridge slide is a popular choice.

New stronger rear 
panel design.

Rubber cushioned 
back – rattle free.

New side stabiliser tracking bearings 
control side load. 

 Super strong 
Aerotech 

fasteners used 
on runners.RV’s Heavy Duty Inbuilt Slide  

is load rated to 100kg.

RV-IBFS 800/900mm  RRP $413.00 
RV-IBFS 1000mm  RRP $448.00 
RV-IBFS 1300mm  RRP $472.00

•  All aluminium construction
• 250kg rated slide runners
• Gas strut assisted
•  Tough ripple finish powder coating
•  Sizes to suit Engel 40 litre, Engel 60 litre and 

larger Waeco fridges.

Stainless steel spring loaded tie downs.

Flush mounted with smooth action, our custom inbuilt fridge slide is hard to beat. 

Most fridges on the market fit on this slide with weight not an issue as its rated to carry 100kg.

RIGHT: 
A 200 Series  
Landcruiser fitted  
with a Tilt Slide  
Combo-1 and Engel 40lt fridge.  
*The cable guide is not included.
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heavy duty slidesheavy duty slides

RV-FS-2 RRP $567.00 RRP $617.00
Weight: 19.2kg  Alloy 14kg 
External: L850x W561 x H80mm
Internal: L806 x W499 x H50mm

Suits most large bodied fridges such as the ARB 60 
& 78ltr, Engel 60ltr-80ltr, Evakool all models, National 
Luna 50ltr-52ltr & new 60ltr. 
Internal slide platform is necessary to fit Engel 60.

RV-FS-2.5 RRP $685.00 RRP$735.00
RV-FS-2 ISPWeight: 24.5kg  Alloy 17kg

External: L1050 x W561 x H80mm
Internal: L1006 x W499 x H50mm

Suits the new Waeco CFX 75 & 95 models and 
most other BIG fridges.
NOTE: An internal slide platform is necessary to fit 
CFX95. 
•FS-2.25 does not accommodate transit bag.

RV-FS-2.25 RRP $590.00 RRP$640.00
RV-FS-2 ISPWeight: 22.1kg   Alloy 16kg

External: L950x W561 x H80mm
Internal: L906x W499 x H50mm

Suits the new Waeco CFX 75 models and most other 
BIG fridges. 
NOTE: An internal slide platform is necessary to fit CFX75. 
•FS-2.25 does not accommodate transit bag.

RV-FS-3.5  RRP $886.00 RRP$961.00
RV-FS-2 ISPWeight: 35kg

External: L1410x W561 x H80mm
Internal: L1368 x W502 x H50mm

Suits the new Waeco CFX 75 & 95. The slide tray 
features adjustable tie down points to cater for almost 
anything you care to mount behind your fridge, such as 
jerry cans and batteries.
NOTE: An internal slide platform is necessary to fit CFX95. 
•FS-3.5 does not accommodate transit bag.

Weight: 16.3kg Alloy 11kg
External: L750 x W529 x H80mm
Internal: L706 x W467 x H50mm

Designed to suit WAECO 40-65ltr CFX range, Evakool 
Travelmate  30-60ltr range, National luna 40 & 65ltr.

RV-FS-1.5 RRP $520.00 RRP $570.00

RV-FS-2-SO RRP $567.00  N/A
Weight:16.2kg
External: L545 x W850 x H80mm
Internal: L502 x W810 x H50mm

Our side opening slide is ideal for large fridges such 
as the Waeco 80 litre and the Engel 60 & 80 litre that 
need to be pulled out sideways on ute backs etc. 
Internal slide platform is necessary to fit Engel 60. 

RV-FS-1-SO RRP $472.00 N/A
SIDE OPENING suit fridges up to 50 litres, such as the 
Waeco, Engel, ARB 35 & 47ltr and Bushman range. 
Ideal for FJ Cruiser, Landrover Discovery etc.

Weight: 14.2kg 
External: L450 x W760 x H80mm
Internal: L410  x W708x H50mm

RV-FS-1 RRP $472.00 RRP $522.00
Weight:15.2kg Alloy 10kg 
External:L750 x W456 x H80mm
Internal:L706 x W395 x H50mm

Designed to suit fridges up to 50 litres, such as 
the Waeco, Engel, ARB 35 & 47ltr and Bushman 
range. 

INSET:  Our exclusive Travel Lock prevents slide movement. ABOVE: The RV-FS-3.5 fridge slide gets those  
BIG Waeco CFX fridges out where they are easy to access.

Travel Lock
Our PREMIUM heavy duty slides feature our unique Travel Lock, 
making them the toughest in the business. 

The Travel Lock mechanism prevents any slide movement  
during rough travel which can cause damage to the slide  
runner’s built in lock-in/lock-out mechanism. This makes our  
fridge slides virtually bullet proof.

Rated at a high 250kg capacity of evenly distributed weight, they  
offer full extension, suiting a variety of uses.

These high quality heavy duty units come with a full 1 year warranty.

RV-FS-2.25

RV-FS-2

RV-FS-2.5

RV-FS-3  RRP $886.00 RRP$961.00
RV-FS-2 ISPWeight: 33kg

External: L1410 x W456 x H80mm
Internal: L1368 x W502 x H50mm

Suits fridges up to 50 litres, such as the Waeco, Engel, 
ARB 35 and 47ltr and Bushman range. The slide tray 
features adjustable tie down points to cater for almost 
anything you care to mount behind your fridge, such as 
jerry cans and batteries. RV-FS-3

RV-FS-1.5

RV-FS-1

RV-FS-1-SO

RV-FS-2-SO

Internal Slide Platform (ISP) All hardware included

Carpeted, profile cut board to raise the Engel 60/80ltr to allow the electrical plug 
clearance above the slide runner. Also allows for clearance to fit CFX75 & CFX95.

RV-FS-2 ISP / RV-FS-2.25 ISP / RV-FS-2.25 ISP - RRP $48.00
RV-FS-3 ISP / RV-FS-3.5 ISP  -  RRP $60.00

RV-FS-3.5

PREMIUMPREMIUM
HEAVY DUTY FRIDGE SLIDES  STEEL RRPSTEEL RRP  ALLOY RRPALLOY RRP

Heavy Duty Fridge Slides

RIGHT: FS-2 slide 
with Engel 60lt 
mounted on an 
ISP board for 
electrical plug 
clearance.
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FRIDGE ENCLOSURESFRIDGE ENCLOSURES

Fridge Slide Enclosures
Exclusively designed to fit to RV Storage Solutions Heavy Duty Fridge Slides, the NEW alloy Fridge Enclosure range 
provides the protection and ventilation that your fridge demands! 

Keep your fridge stored away safely and conveniently with our brand new RV Storage Solutions Alloy Fridge Enclosure range! Available to suit a 
huge variety of fridges and can be retro fitted to an existing RV Heavy Duty Fridge Slide if desired. Our enclosures are engineered for maximum 
airflow through the vented side and rear panels to ensure your fridge motor can operate optimally. The unique design allows you to stack all of 
your gear around your fridge for maximim space savings, and includes a top shelf with multiple tie down points for secure storage and transport 
of your cargo. The top side rails can be removed with ease to stack longer cargo across if required. Paired up with an RV Storage Solutions Heavy 
Duty Fridge Slide and tie down straps, access to your fridge has never been easier! Featuring full aluminium construction, our Fridge Enclosures 
will add minimal weight to your setup, helping you to keep your GVM and GCM as low as possible. The top Cargo Shelf  means no more hassles 
with gear falling behind your fridge when the slide is extended. 

Fridge Enclosure FE1.5 RRP $520.00
SIZE:  O/A size: L800 x W533 x H520mm 

Suits RV Fridge Slide 1.5

Fridge Enclosure FE2 RRP $572.00
SIZE:  O/A size: L900 x W565 x H520mm 

Suits RV Fridge Slide 2

Fridge Enclosure FE2.25  RRP $630.00
SIZE:  O/A size: L1000x W565 x H520mm 

Suits RV Fridge Slide 2.25

SIZE:  O/A size: L800 x W460 x H520mm 
 Suits RV Fridge Slide 1

Fridge Enclosure FE1 RRP $520.00

•  All aluminium construction
• Vented side and back panels
• Retro fittable to existing RV Slides
•  Tough ripple finish powder coating
•  Top shelf with tie down rails

ABOVE: 
RV Storage Solutions Alloy Fridge 
Enclosures exclusively designed to 
fit our RV Heavy Duty Fridge Slides. 
(Fridge Slide and Straps not included.)

ABOVE: The all-alloy Fridge Enclosure shown  
is mounted over a Bushman 85 litre fridge which has  
been fitted to our Slimline Drawer.  This an ideal setup  
to fit into an Easy Access Combo-1 drawer system, shown here.

Introducing RV’s Alloy Fridge Enclosure 
built to suit the popular 130 litre and 85 
litre Bushman Upright Fridges. 

This superbly designed aluminum 
enclosure has optimum side and top slot 
ventilation and features a top-shelf with 
side tie-down retention panels making 
your stored gear safely restrained and easy 
to access. 

Bushman Enclosures

Pre-punched for cable access and 
Anderson plug connector mounts, 
this enclosure is powder-coated in 
a resilient onyx pearl ripple finish 
which looks fantastic!!

The Bushman Fridge Enclosures 
can be fitted onto any flat surface 
such as the back of a tray back 
or with the Easy Access Combo 
in any vehicle. Fridge protection 
made easy.

85ltr Bushman Fridge Enclosure      
RRP $649.00

130ltr Bushman Fridge Enclosure      
RRP $709.00

Fridge Enclosure FE2.5  RRP $630.00
SIZE:  O/A size: L1100 x W565 x H520mm 

Suits RV Fridge Slide 2.5
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The ADR rated Forward Twin Floor storage system has been 
designed for maximum safe vehicle storage. 

The rear passenger seats are removed and a rigid galvanised steel 
frame is bolted to the floor and to the RV drawer system, adding a 
weight of approximately 45kg. 

Carpeted marine ply floors are installed creating a vast storage 
area top and bottom. A forward rated RV Half Cargo Barrier can be 
installed (recommended) in addition to the rear half barrier giving 
maximum occupant protection. 

This system has been vigorously tested by our automotive engineers 
and road tested by RV in harsh outback conditions. It will stand up 
anywhere you want to take it and proved an absolute godsend living 
out of the vehicle for a month or more. If you intend to do long stints 
in the bush with your vehicle this system is for you. If only the bottom 
floor is installed, larger fridges can be mounted straight to the floor 
for side door access.

Forward Twin Floor RRP $886.00
Part No: RV-FTF 

Forward Half Cargo Barrier RRP $685.00 
Part No: RV-HCB-FWD

Available for: 100, 200 & 300 Series Landcruiser, 76 
Series Landcruiser, 150 Prado and GU Patrol

Forward Twin Floor
The Forward Twin Floor is an extremely versatile storage 
option for a couple on the move.

Cargo Barrier

RV Storage Solutions design 
and manufacture ADR Rated half 
barriers to suit most vehicles.  

The RV Storage Solutions half 
barriers are designed to be 
installed with RV Storage Solutions 
drawer systems only. 

The barrier has been put through 
extensive crash testing (AS/NZS 
4034.2:2008) and is rated to 60kgs 
for any single mass. It is also airbag 
deployment compliant.

In most cases, the barrier requires 
no drilling into the vehicle making 
installation a breeze.

Top Shelf / Dividing Barrier Combo
Maximise space usage with the RV Storage Solutions Top Shelf and Dividing Barrier Combo. They create useful storage space for light items 
such as sleeping bags, bedding, clothes etc. Cumbersome goods that are always in the way. The Top Shelf & Dividing Barrier Combo has been 
crash tested and comes rated to ADR standards to carry 30kgs.

NOTE: The Top Shelf and/or Dividing Barrier Combo can only be installed to vehicles fitted with an RV drawers and Half Cargo Barrier.

Top Shelf and  13.5kg RRP $704.00
Dividing Barrier Combo

Top Shelf   9.5kg RRP $563.00

Cargo Barrier 11kg (200 Series) RRP $685.00

For superior safety and maximum storage inside your vehicle.

LEFT:  A 200 Series 
Landcruliser fitted with 
an RV Half Cargo Barrier.

RIGHT:
A Top Shelf and  
Dividing Barrier  
Combo.
The Top Shelf can  
be installed by  itself  
and is rated for a 10kg load.

RIGHT:
A Top Shelf  
and Dividing  
Barrier Combo  
shown fitted to an RV Half Cargo Barrier.

CARGO BARRIERS & addonsCARGO BARRIERS & addons

NOTE: RV Half Cargo Barriers can ONLY be fitted to a set of RV drawers. Due to ADR Compliancy we cannot sell them to be fitted to 3rd party drawer systems.
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accessoriesaccessories

RV Drawer 
Extension Table
Transform the way you travel. 
RV Drawer Extension table creates an instant 
“work area” wherever you stop. It’s perfect 
for the roadside lunch break or the overnight 
camp. When combined with an RV Drawer Lid, 
an extensive smooth and hygienic work area is 
created.
The Drawer Extension Table is made from 
marine grade aluminium and powder coated in 
a grey ripple finish.
This handy table is quick to set up with 
adjustable leg height. The table is designed to 
attach to the drawer face with clips provided.
You can even hook two tables together for 
serious kitchen duties.
Also available is a storage bracket and carry 
bag.

Drawer Extension Table
L835mm Table  RRP$352.00

Drawer Lid
RV-DL for drawers L900  to L1400
Drawer Lids create an instant work surface when you 
roll out the drawer.  Made of powder coated 2.5mm Available for drawer widths: 510, 485, 450, 400, 570.

Drawer Tidy
This lift out tray is finished in tough easy clean grey 
ripple finish powder coat. Ideal for storing small items.

3-Way Tyre Strap RRP $53.00ea. 
Keep your spare tyre secure with our strong  
3-Way Tyre Restraint Strap. Includes ratchet strap 
rated to 150kg.
Safely secure your spare wheel to your roof rack 
in just seconds.

GU Door Bracket  RRP $30.00ea.
RV-GUD/BKT  
The GU Door Bracket allows the left hand side 
barn door to open up to a full 90 degrees for 
better access to your fridge and drawers.

Drawer Dividers  
Std Height  RRP $42.00 ea.
Trade Height  RRP $47.00 ea.
Carpet finish only. Specify drawer 
width and height when ordering.

Fridge Tie Down Straps 
RRP $53.00 Set of 4  
Size: W25 x L500mm (each) 
With a Lashing Capacity of 
75kg each strap, cam buckle 
adjustment and stainless 
steel buckles. Top quality!

Wheel Bin Bag
Our new improved design is a tough UV 
stable PVC bag that’s ideal for all your 
dirty laundry, camping rubbish and all 
sorts of other uses. It simply hangs on the 
spare tyre and straps around the bottom 
of the tyre with the included heavy duty 
rubber strap.
It is quick to fit and easy to remove and 
comes with a drain hole in the bottom 
making it easy to clean. 
Fits tyre sizes: 265-305mm diameter
Size: 30 litre capacity.
Part No: RV-WBB  RRP $106.00 

RV-DL-900 RRP $130.00
RV-DL-1000 RRP $137.00
RV-DL-1400 RRP $154.00 

aluminium, they are 
light weight yet robust. 
Available for these 
drawer lengths:

Sizes: RRP $77.00
W510 x D330 x H50mm,  W485 x D330 x H50mm
W450 x D330 x H50mm,  W400 x D330 x H50mm

Single Slimline Battery Cradle 
RRP $198 - $220 (vehicle specific) 
Available for: Nissan Y62 patrol, Toyota 150 series 
Prado, Toyota 300 series (5 & 7 seater), 2021+ MU-X 
and Ford Everest - all models. (Price is for cradle only 
- ‘Z’ brackets, battery and battery mount brackets not 
included).

Double Slimline Battery Cradle 
RRP $399 for Toyota 300 series only (5 & 7 seater). 

Child Restraints  
They are ADR crash tested and 
complied. All drawer frames 
are prepunched to fit. Can be 
fitted after purchase or during 
manufacture. 
RRP $35.00 ea. (fitted)
RRP $30.00 ea. (Supply only)

Table Bag
RRP $48.00ea.  
P/N RV-DE/Bag

Table Storage  
Bracket
RRP $138.00ea. 
P/N RV-DE/Bracket

Drawer Extension 
Table Clips
RRP $30.00 pair  
P/N RV-DE/Clip

Single battery cradle (For the Toyota 300 series).

Double battery cradle for 300 series, fitted with dual Revolution batteries.
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Caravan Boot Drawers
We have been making quality Australian made full bearing drawers for 
more than 25 years. Heavy duty, lockable storage solutions.

Simply slide out for easy access to all your pegs, poles, guy ropes, hammers 
and tools, wheel chocks etc. Makes setting up your site a breeze.

These Premium Alloy or Premium Steel boot drawers are available in three 
different lengths: 1.0, 1.3 and 1.5 metres.

Featuring a stainless steel slam latch with barrel key lock plus a convenient 
built in handle the full width of the lock, these are premium quality that will 
last you for many, many years.

RV-CBD-1000 Caravan Boot Drawer Steel  RRP $1418.00 
(1000L x 570W x 315H external) ~ 34.3kg

RV-CBD-1300 Caravan Boot Drawer Steel  RRP $1478.00
(1300L x 570W x 315H external) ~ 46.0kg

RV-CBD-1500 Caravan Boot Drawer Steel  RRP $1536.00
(1500L x 570W x 315H external) ~ 50.9kg

Slides - all purpose
RVSS offer a range of slides, from the Heavy Duty 250kg rated slides to the All Purpose (AP) range rated at 125kg.
Our All Purpose slides have TWIN LOCKING RUNNERS featuring a built in lock-in / lock-out mechanism and full extension for maximum clearance 
from the side of your van or RV.

RV-CBD 1500

All Purpose Slide EL-AP-1 RRP $325.00
A great little slide from RV with Twin Locking 125kg rated runners. 
This slide is ideal for Weber BBQ’s (comes with restraint fittings for 
the webber Baby Q). 
Size O/A:  L750 x W345 x H80mm (external) 

L710 x W293mm (tray internal)
Weight: 13.2kg

All Purpose Slide EL-AP-2 RRP $301.00
Another great little slide from RV with Twin Locking 125kg rated 
runners. This slide is suited to the 1 and 2 HP Honda generators. The 
tray is pre-drilled so you can attach the generator from underneath. 
It’s a great anti theft deterrent and also locks down the gen set. 
Size O/A:  L528 x W342 x H80mm (external) 

L496 x W284mm (tray internal)
Weight: 8 kg

Stainless Steel Tie Downs
$18.00 EACH (Supply only)

Mount them to the top of a drawer system or to ute trays.
• 680kg rated lashing capacity
•  Aluminium alloy construction – plastic end caps
•  Includes 4 adjustable steel anchor point rings (2 per track)
•  Mounting hardware included (M6 x 30mm countersunk cap 

screws, washers and nyloc nuts) 
• 12 month warranty.

RRP $59.00 pair (Supply only)
RV-TDT-60
Size: L610 x W30 x H10mmTie Down Tracks

50L Water Tank  RV-WT50-00  RRP$549.00
The RV 50L Water Tank is ergonomically designed to take up minimal 
space while delivering fuss-free water with the flick of a switch. The 
durable 6mm BPM-free food grade plastic water tank is designed to 
suit the contours of your cargo barrier thus taking up less space. It can 
also be used behind the fridge slide or fridge enclosure in your easy 
access combo. The options are endless. 
The RV Water Tank comes standard with - 
• SEAFLO Water Pump
• Hose Kit
• Mounting Base Plate
• Ratchet Straps

Alloy Pricing RRP + $150.00

Stainless Steel Tie Downs are sprung 
loaded, flush fitting polished stainless 
steel. Includes fitting hardware.
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